
Questions for Alexa: 
Wake up Echo by saying “Alexa” before your query 

Category Say this...

People “Alexa - Who is name - [Lady Gaga]?” 
“Alexa - Who is position - [mayor of Seattle]?”

Dates “Alexa -When is holiday - [Easter]?” 
“Alexa - When did event happen- [Kennedy got 
elected]?"

Movies “Alexa - Who starred in the movie [movie title]?" 
"What year did the movie [movie title] come out?"

Music "Who sings the song [song name]?" 
"Who is in the band [band name]?"

Spelling "How do you spell [word]?"
Definitions "What is the definition of [word]?"
Conversions "How many [units] are in a [units]?"
Calculations "What is 2 plus 2?" 

Math include: add, subtract, multiply, divide, square root.
Geography "What is the distance between [location] and [location]?" 

"What is the elevation of [location]?" 
"What is the capital of [location]?" 
"Which [states/countries] border [location]?"

Sports Scores "What was the score of the [sports team] game?" 
"Did the [sports team] win?” 
"When do the [sports team] play next?” 
"Who is winning the [sports team] game?"

Local time "What time is it in [city]?"
Timer “Set Timer for [ __ minutes]”
Alarm Clock “Set Alarm for 6:00AM”
Nutrition info "How many calories are in [food]?"



Amazon Prime Playlists for Music

“Alexa, Play Prime Playlist” - "Classical Brunch"

Or ....
Classic for Studying, Classic for Reading, Relaxing Classic Music
Coffee Shop Classic, Relaxing Jazz, Cocktail Party Jazz
50 Great Songs for a Dinner Party, 50 Great Classic Jazz Songs
Jazz for Studying, Sweet Smooth Jazz, Sunny Day Jazz
Frank Sinatra and More
Diana Krall’s Top Songs, YoYo Ma’s Top Songs
50 Great 80's Rock Songs
Deep Sleep Music 

Top Prime Songs - Jazz (or Classical, Country or Rock or ....)

Learn more at:  www.amazon.com/PrimeMusic

Jokes "Tell me a joke."
News 

Weather

“Alexa, News Flash” - for NPR hourly news recap 

"What is the weather in [city]?"

Local time "What time is it in [city]?"
Timer “Set Timer for [ __ minutes]”
Nutrition info "How many calories are in [food]?"


